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Consistent Elements
Logo

The University, college, unit or departmental logo
should always be at the top left corner of the masthead. This placement ensures recognizability from
viewers, as well as visually anchors the page.
In order to achieve both consistent placement and effective variation of the logo across all university websites, the seal of the logo should be no taller than 80px.
Top and bottom padding around the logo should be
roughly one-fifth the height of the logo.
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Consistent Elements
Background

The top 290px of an Illinois State University website
should be a gradient of our university red color. This
reinforces the University’s branding of the color red to
represent passion, vigor and excitement. The color gradation should start at #CC0000 and end at #990000.
The background color of the page should be set at
#D6D6D6.
The background color and the gradation should be divided by a white rule measuring 7px, with an accompanying 3px shadow beneat it.
The background image and color are styled via the
html element to ensure consistent coverage across all
browser window sizes.
#CC0000

203-0-11

#990000

153-0-6

300px

#D6D6D6

214-214-214
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Consistent Elements
iGuide

The iGuide provides quick access to University links,
reinforces branding, and is necessary in relaying
quick information in the event of a campus emergency.
To include the iGuide on your site, place the following
code just after the <body> tag:
<script src=”//iguides.illinoisstate.edu”
type=”text/javascript”>// iGuides //</
script>

To style the iGuide, add the following css link within
the <head> of your site:
<link href=”//iguides.illinoisstate.edu/
iguide/iguide-dark.css” rel=”stylesheet”
media=”screen” type=”text/css” />
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Consistent Elements
Main Navigation

The primary navigation bar should be set inside a nuetralized gradient blue color field, which offsets the
strong red color in the background, and provides a
friendly tonal balance to the site. The color gradation
should start at #8597AB and end at #6C7C8B.
When active the main navigation links should acquire
a tabbed look, highlighted with a white background,
rounded top edges, a slight shadow, and red text. This
look should carry on throughout all sub-pages of that
link.

#8597AB

133-151-171

#6C7C8B

108-124-139
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Consistent Elements
Home Link

The home link is graphical “house” symbol, that represents the global link to the homepage of the website.
It also doubles as an arrow pointing directly to the
logo above it, which is also a link home.
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Consistent Elements
Footer

The University footer is composed of four parts. The
Reggie Redbird insignia, departmental contact information, University legal statements, and departmental social networking.
The Reggie Redbird insignia should be 46px in height
and be offset halfway its height above the top margin
of the footer, located in the center.
The departmental contact information and departmental social networking should be 25% the width of
the footer, and left-aligned.
The University legal statements should be in the center and be 50% the width of footer. The content of the
footer should be consistent across all site and not
change.
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Common Layouts
Basic Layout

Sub navigation + Large Content region.
25%

75%

25%

75%

Call-out Layout

Sub navigation + Large Content region with Call-out
style box aligned to right edge of page. Content within Large Content Area wraps around Call-out region.

Sidebar Layout

Sub navigation + Large Content region with sidebar
region aligned to right edge of page. Large Content
region and Sidebar regions are mutually exclusive conent areas.
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25%

50%

25%

Common Layouts
Option Box Layout

Sub navigation + Large Content region with mulitple
Option Boxes aligned to right edge of page. Large
Content region and Option Box regions are mutually
exclusive conent areas. Option boxes can be styled
similar to eachother, or unique from one another.

25%

25%

50%

Two Column Layout

Sub navigation + Two Column Content region.

25%

37%

37%

Three Column Layout

Sub navigation + Three Column Content region.

25%

25%

25%

25%
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Optional Elements
Sub-Nav Region

The Subnav region can be added to any of the common layouts above. It is generally used as a secondary
identifier for websites with micro-sites, or for large
welcoming images. The subnav region is located between the main navigation and the content region,
and it spans both the content layouts and the secondary navigation regions.
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Optional Elements
Sub-Content Region

The Subcontent region can be added to any of the
common layouts above. It is generally used as a secondary content for affiliation and accreditation logos,
marketing campaigns, or interactive modules. The
subcontent region is located between the content region and the footer, and it spans both the content layouts and the secondary navigation regions.
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Optional Elements
Intro Section

The Intro Section can be added to any of the common
layouts. It is generally used for illustrative content
such as photos, headings or large intro text. The Intro
Section spans the main content regions but not the
sub navigation.
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Optional Elements
Split Intro Section

The Split Intro Section is exaclty the same the Intro
section on the previous page, only split into two segments, which can be independently sized. Likewise,
the Split Intro can be added to any of the common
layouts, and spans the main content regions but not
the sub navigation.
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Typography
Open Sans

Vertical Rythm

To achieve an aesthetic and highly readable rythm to
any given webpage, a relative vertical measurement
and heirarchy should be followed.
Line Height

26px

23.4px

A standard line-height of 1.5 times the size of the font
is applied to all text via the body tag.
Font Size

The paragraph, the most abundant and important
specimen of readable text, should be a standard size
of 13 pixels. The heading 1 should be twice as big as
the paragraph to provide obvious contrast, 26 pixels,
with even increments stepping down for each of the
heading sizes; headings 2-6. Since the line-height is
set universally for the page, it will scale along with the
size of the type.

Heading 1
Heading 2

20.8px

Heading 3

18.2px

Heading 4

15.6px

Heading 5

13px

Heading 6

13px

Paragraph

Margins

An additional top margin should be added to all headings, at 75% the size of the font. Likewise 25% bottom
margin should be added to the bottom of the heading. This ensures appropriate grouping of paragraphs
with their respective subheadings.
Paragraphs should have no top margin and 150% bottom margin.
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These communities provide you with the opportunity for academic support, career exploration, and integrated social experiences. Community
programs and activities are geared toward your academic and career
interests and offer opportunities for you to interact with faculty outside
the classroom.

Typography
Example

h2

p

top margin

.75

line-height

1.5

bottom margin

.25

line-height

1.5

bottom margin

1.5

Registered Student Organizations
There are more than 300 Registered Students Organizations (RSOs) available to students, and no two are alike! With those numbers, you are sure
to find one or more that sparks your interest.
Many RSOs are geared toward providing meaningful experiences for
education students. You can meet RSO leaders in-person by going to the
Back-To-School party on the DeGarmo Hall Plaza on the first Wednesday of
classes each fall.

Themed Living Communities
University Housing Services offers Themed Living Learning Communities
(TLLC) for students majoring or minoring in Special Education or Teaching
and Learning.
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Typography
Illinois State University websites utilize two specific
web fonts for headings, and text.

Open Sans

EB Garamond

Open Sans

Open Sans Semibold

EB Garamond Italic

Open Sans Bold

EB Garamond Small Caps

Open Sans is a free webfont modeled off the humanist
sans-serif Myriad, designed by Carol Twombly. Myriad
Pro is the official sans-serif font for the Unviersity, but
cost would be considerable to use a legally licensed
web version. In order to preserve identity standards
on the web and keep costs at a sustainable level, Open
Sans is used as the primary font online. It is a complete
font with roman, italic, semibold, bold, semibold italic,
and bold italic font faces, and provides superb readability in large or small sizes, as well as ample variation
for end users of Illinois State Unviersity web templates.

EB Garamond

EB Garamond is a web revival of Claude Garamond’s
classic old-style serif font face Garamond. Illinois State
University’s official serif font-face is Adobe Garamond
Pro, a modern revival of the orginal typecutter’s design. In order to preserve the identity standards of the
University while still maintaining low costs, EB Garamond is used as large headings and titles on the web.
EB Garamond has only roman, italic and small-cap
faces, which reproduces well in larger sizes only.
Therefore EB Garamond should only be used for font
sizes 16px and above.
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Open Sans Italic
Open Sans Semibold Italic
Open Sans Bold Italic

Typography
Links

For in-text links, text should be underlined and red,
#990000. The underline follow a long-standing common practice of conveying anchors within an page by
making them blue and underlined, while the red
breaks from that tradition slightly to offer a unique
opportunity to carry out the university’s brand.

Normal

students majoring in Special Education can find more information

Upon hovering over the link, the text should respond
to the user by increase in color intensity, to #CC0000.
Hover

Once the user has visted the page that is linked, the
text should grow darker, to #660000.

students majoring in Special Education can find more information

Visited

students majoring in Special Education can find more information
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